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. . .as summarized by Smith Shellnut Wilson

INVESTMENT COUNSEL 
AND MANAGEMENT  

Equity Markets 

 U.S. stocks enjoyed their best week since November on the back of fiscal stimulus plans and
vaccine optimism.

 GameStop Corp.’s rally came to a screeching halt last week, falling 80% from a sharp reduction in
short interest after bearish investors appeared to cover their positions.

1/29 Close 2/5 Close Price Change 
Dow Jones 29,983 31,148 Up 3.9% 
S&P 500 3,714 3,887 Up 4.7% 
NASDAQ 13,071 13,856 Up 6.0%
KBW Bank Index 97.78 106.28 Up 8.7% 

Financials 

 Regulators closed no additional banks last week; year-to-date closures remain at zero.

 U.S. financial regulators determined last week that the infrastructure of stock and commodity
markets remained “resilient” during the volatility in trading seen in recent weeks. The SEC and
Commodity Futures Trading Commission are also reviewing whether trading practices are
consistent with investor protection and fair and efficient markets, the Treasury said Thursday.

Credit Markets 

 Improving economic signals and stimulus hopes continued pushing 10-year Treasury yields higher
last week, while credit spreads tightened with strong investor demand.

1/29 Close 2/5 Close Yield Change 
3-month Tsy 0.05% 0.03% Down 2 bps
2-year Tsy 0.11% 0.10% Down 1 bp 
5-year Tsy 0.42% 0.46% Up 4 bps 
10-year Tsy 1.07% 1.17% Up 10 bps 

 Mortgage investors enjoyed a robust start to the year as January’s excess return of +0.24% for the
month seen over the past 10 years--a performance figure that’s especially notable as it occurred
despite headwinds of heavy issuance, fast prepayment speeds and a strong home purchase market.
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

 President Joe Biden intends to continue pushing for a large pandemic relief bill, even if
he must bypass Senate Republicans, his press secretary said last week just hours after
what one Republican senator called a very productive meeting on stimulus options.

Economy 

 U.S. construction spending rose to a record high in December as historically low
mortgage rates powered outlays on private projects; construction spending rose 1% in
December, after an upwardly revised 1.1% surge in November.

 A measure of U.S. manufacturing remained robust at the start of the year, although
pandemic-related supply chain disruptions are restraining production and driving up
prices; unlike some parts of the economy--like the struggling labor market--
manufacturing has been steadily recovering since COVID-19 containment measures
halted production in the spring of last year.

 Growth at U.S. service providers unexpectedly accelerated in January to a nearly two-
year high as a pickup in orders encouraged a rebound in hiring.

 Nonfarm payrolls increased by just 49,000 after a downwardly revised 227,000
December decline, according to a Labor Department report last week. The jobless rate
fell to 6.3%, reflecting a pickup in the number of employed and more people having left
the workforce.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include consumer sentiment and 
consumer prices. 

Quote 

“A habit is something you can do without thinking--which is why most of us have so many of 
them.” 

-- Frank A. Clark 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 


